
Master Your Breath
Heighten your awareness 

for the most import 
process in your body and 

develop a deep, relaxed and 
rhythmic breath to improve 

your health, boost your 
performance & manage 

your stress levels

The Six Principles of Conscious Breathing
1. Erect Posture - the joy of alignment
2. Breathe low using primarily your diaphragm
3. Breathe always through your nose
4. Breathe rhythmically
5. Breathe slowly
6. Breathe small/minimal







Migrane

CO2 blood levels in pregnant women (normal is 40)



Diabetes Foot and CO2-baths - instead of amputation

CO2-treatments effect micro circulation and can be used in treating severe lymphedema

“According to the last image scan (with 
radionuclide) the lymph flow was 
restored in the lower body region in all 15 
subjects in the study. The results lead to 
a significant reduction in body volume 
and lymph edema.”



Breathing and Asthma
→ “All asthmatics hyperventilate.” K. Buteyko

Breathing and Panic Attacks



Principle 4: Breathe rhythmically
→ Breathing rhythm, heart rhythm and 

HRV go hand-in hand
→ Sensitivity to pain, moving through 

emotions and thinking clearly are 
relying on a continuous rhythm of the 
breath

→ Inhalation/Exhalation relate to 
Sympathicus/Parasympathicus and 
therefore balance the nervous system

→ (Sports) Performance is relying on 
finding your flow state 

Principle 4: Breathe rhythmically exercises

Physical exercise with Ratio Relaxator Movement and Breath 
synchronisation

Walking with e.g. 5 steps in, 7 
steps out

Running with e.g. 3 steps in, 4 
steps out

During Exercise and Rest Vinyasa Practice
Dancing

Swimming

Alternate Nostril Breathing for 
balancing of left and right 

hemisphere



Reminders
I can think, I can wait, I can fast - Siddharta 

Difference of Breathwork practice and daily breathing
Conscious Breathing during day

Happy Alignment

6 Principles of CB

Calm breathing, extending the pause, 
keeping the volume and length within 
limits so we align the breath to the 
activity instead of just making it 
longer

Breathing practice

“Ideal” Seat

particular technique

Filling the lungs significantly

Exact ratio (1:2, 1:1:2) with increased 
lengths

Breath retention with bandhas



Development of breathing ratio
● The ratio is to be adjusted slowly 

under guidance of an experienced 
teacher

● It should never feel strenuous or make 
you gasp for air, create nervousness or 
affect your day in any way negatively

● The next step in ratio always lowers 
the length so that the time without air 
remains stable

● Under 10 sec breath retention 
generally considered safe

● Up to 1:2:2 for physical health
● Beyond that (1:3:2, 1:4:2) for spiritual 

evolution

1:2 8:16 16 sec until next IH

1:1:2 5:5:10 16 sec until next IH

1:1:2 10:10:20 30 sec until next IH

1:1:2 15:15:30 45 sec until next IH

1:2:2 10:20:20 40 sec until next IH

1:2:2 15:30:30 60 sec until next IH

1:3:2 12:36:24 60 sec until next IH

Steps into an out of Jalandhara Bandha
1. 2. 3. 4.

5.6.7.



Yang Yin

Waking Sleeping

Inhaling Exhaling

Inhale from Neutral Exhale to neutral

Exhale from neutral Inhale to neutral

Right nostril Left nostril

Contraction Release

Cellular Respiration Photosynthesis

Engaging Relaxing

Left  Brain Right Brain

Science Religion

Thinking Feeling

Hot Cold

Creating Dissolving

Life Death

Either one or the other…?

One as well as the other - just not at the same time



Corpus Callosum - the connection between left & right 
→ Harmony and 

Communication 
between the two are 
important to see 
different aspects 
and get a whole 
picture

→ Extremism and 
fundamentalism are 
happening when 
one is stuck on one 
side

The whole body is rhythm
→ Every cell has an electromagnetic charge
→ You could think of thoughts being the electric 

and emotions being the magnetic charge
→ If we combine a clear intention with an 

elevated emotion, the body releases a clear and 
coherent electromagnetic signature

→ On the other side, If we are stressed, having 
agitated thoughts, suppressed emotions and 
the breath out of control and rhythm, the 
whole mind-body-complex is out of rhythm, 
synch and “tune”

Joe Dispenza: Becoming Supernatural (2017)



Principle 5: Breathe slowly
→ Slow breathing increases CO2
→ Relaxes the body by engaging the 

Vagus nerve & Parasympathicus
→ Decreases Stress hormones such 

as Adrenaline and Cortisol
→ Allows the metabolism to run 

more efficiently and decreases 
sugar cravings

→ Calms the mind and decreases 
erratic thoughts

“By changing the breathing we could regulate 
the dog’s heart rate from 40 or fewer to 200 
and more beats per minute.
As the breathing was increased or diminished, 
the heart rate was correspondingly 
accelerated or retarded.” 
Yandell Henderson, Prof. of physiology, Yale 
University



Breathing effects your blood instantly (20min with Relaxator)



Breathing and Heart Health
→ Most common medications for heart disease:

○ Aspirin - Blood thinner, prevents formation of blood clots - CO2 affects platelet 
production (less platelets with more CO2)

○ Beta blockers: inhibit the effect of adrenaline  - breathing affects stress level and 
stress hormones

○ Statins: prevents body from manufacturing cholesterol
○ Nitrate: Increase production of NO to dilate blood vessels - breathing through nose 

naturally increases NO
○ Calcium channel blockers: lower your blood pressure by preventing calcium from 

entering the cells of your heart and arteries. Calcium causes the heart and arteries to 
contract more strongly. By blocking calcium, calcium channel blockers allow blood 
vessels to relax and open. - good breathing keeps blood pressure naturally low and 
supports blood flow, keeps blood vessels relaxed and open, also increases Bicarbonate 
buffer which saves calcium in body

Haenyeo - The diving grandmothers
→ Dive at 15-20 meters depth
→ Up to 5 hours a day
→ Could do more than 100 dives in 

one day
→ Many are 70-80 years old



Principle 5: Breathe slowly Exercises

Physical exercise with Ratio 
and enjoyable Pause 

Relaxator Sleep Tape

Walking and Running with 
prolonged exhalation and 

added Pause

Breath work & Kriyas

During Exercise and Rest


